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Together,
we’re creating
fuller lives
Join us for an hour of inspiring stories.
Surprise guests. And signature auction items.
Share the joy of creating greater hope and
wellness for children who need mental health and
substance use treatment. Because during this
time in our lives, your support is valued deeply.
It’s a new twist on the Miller-Dwan Foundation’s
signature annual gala in support of the region’s
health. And we’re inviting our dearest friends
to help make this unique 22nd annual
ARTcetera a cherished event.
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7pm Friday,
September 18, 2020
A VIRTUAL ONE-HOUR GATHERING AND AUCTION
IN SUPPORT OF AMBERWING MENTAL HEALTH
AND SUBSTANCE USE CARE FOR YOUTH.
Be social: invite a small group that can safely
gather for a viewing party or just join us. Dress up
or simply don your most comfortable attire.
RSVP, review items that will be in the auction and
learn more at mdfoundation.org/artcetera-2020
or call us at 218-786-5829.
Share with us on social media: #CyberCetera
THE NIGHT

We’ll gather virtually to hear uplifting stories, toast a
beloved icon and bid on exquisite items and experiences
that bring joy and wellness. And, you can always count
on us to throw in a few exciting twists!

THE CAUSE

Amberwing – Center for Youth & Family Well-Being
needs to expand programs to make sure that kids get
the mental health and substance abuse care they need.
In the face of a rising tide of substance abuse problems
in our region, Amberwing is once again poised to serve
more families, in more ways. And with your support,
we’ll fulfill a need that would otherwise go unmet.
Join us on this night. We need your
support now more than ever.

